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STORY AT-A-GLANCE

Yet again, warnings from the earliest days of the COVID jab rollout prove prescient. In May 2021, I

interviewed Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., a senior research scientist at MIT for over Fve decades, about

the likely hazards of replacing the uracil  in the RNA used in the COVID shots with synthetic

methylpseudouridine.  This process of substituting letters in the genetic code is known as codon

optimization, which is known to be problematic.

At the time, she predicted the shots would cause a rise in prion diseases, autoimmune diseases,

neurodegenerative diseases at younger ages, blood disorders and heart failure, and one of the

primary reasons for this is because they genetically manipulated the RNA in the shots with

synthetic methylpseudouridine, which enhances RNA stability by inhibiting its breakdown.

Scientists have now demonstrated that about half of those who have received a COVID shot are still

producing the genetically modi=ed spike protein six months post-jab, but according to health

authorities, and even the inventors of the COVID shots themselves, this was not supposed to

happen.

Is mRNA Tech Inventor Really This Clueless?

In October 2023, Katalin Karikó and Drew Weissman of the University of Pennsylvania won the 2023

Nobel Prize in Physiology or Medicine for their nucleoside base modiFcation discoveries that

enabled the development of the mRNA COVID shots.  In the 2021 video above, Weissman had the

following to say about this technology:

“The mRNA in the vaccine is identical to the RNA in your cells. The RNA in your cells isn’t

causing long-term adverse events so the RNA in the vaccine won’t either. The RNA is

degraded, probably within a week it’s completely gone ... Nothing of the vaccine is left after

days two to a week or so ... The only really serious adverse event is this anaphylaxis-like

reaction.”

None of that was true, and it’s hard to believe Weissman didn’t know it, considering several

independent scientists who had looked at the research were able to point out the Taws from the

get-go.

Now, researchers at Cambridge University and the Universities of Kent, Oxford and Liverpool, have

discovered  that the use of methylpseudouridine results in a high rate of ribosomal

“frameshifting,” which causes your cells to produce off-target proteins with unknown effects.

mRNA Tech Turns Out To Be Error-Prone

The Fndings of Mulroney et. al. were published in the December 6, 2023, issue of the journal

Nature. As explained in that paper:

“A key feature of therapeutic IVT [in vitro-transcribed] mRNAs is that they contain modiGed

ribonucleotides, which have been shown to decrease innate immunogenicity and can

additionally increase mRNA stability, both of which are favorable characteristics for mRNA

therapies ...

Pseudouridine (Ψ) is known to increase misreading of mRNA stop codons in eukaryotes,

and can affect misreading during prokaryotic mRNA translation. 1-methylΨ does not seem

to affect codon misreading, but has been shown to affect protein synthesis rates and

ribosome density on mRNAs, suggesting a direct effect on mRNA translation ...

Here we demonstrate that incorporation of N1-methylpseudouridine into mRNA results in

+1 ribosomal frameshifting in vitro and that cellular immunity in mice and humans to +1

frameshifted products from BNT162b2 vaccine mRNA translation occurs after vaccination.

The +1 ribosome frameshifting observed is probably a consequence of N1-

methylpseudouridine-induced ribosome stalling during IVT mRNA translation, with

frameshifting occurring at ribosome slippery sequences ...

[T]hese data highlight potential off-target effects for future mRNA-based therapeutics and

demonstrate the requirement for sequence optimization.”

In layman English, the inclusion of synthetic methylpseudouridine causes the ribosomes (which are

responsible for reading the code) to misread the RNA’s instructions. RNA code consists of groups

of three bases (codons) that must be read in the correct order for a desired protein to be created.

Because the methylpseudouridine is not a perfect Ft, it causes the decoding process to stall and

shift (hence the term “+1 ribosomal frameshifting”). There’s basically a stutter in the decoding

process, as your cells don’t understand what’s being asked for, and this stuttering causes the

decoding to skip a letter, thereby garbling the entire code.

As a result, unintended “nonsensical” proteins are produced instead of the desired SARS-CoV-2

spike. That, in turn, means that your immune system will not produce antibodies against SARS-CoV-

2, but rather against these aberrant proteins.
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Up to One-Third of COVID Jab Recipients May Be Affected

According to the authors, off-target cellular immune responses occur in 25% to 30% of people who

have received the COVID shot. And, while they claim these garbled proteins are “harmless,” they

admit that they can cause unintended immune reactions. And, as noted by molecular virologist

David Speicher Ph.D., told Trial Site News reporter Sonia Elijah:

“Whenever our cells create an abundance of unintended proteins or prevent production of

appropriate proteins it could lead to an unintended immune response with a huge potential

to cause harm.”

Did PKzer/BioNTech Fabricate Data to Hide This ‘Glitch’?

While these Fndings are disturbing enough, Elijah, an investigative reporter for Trial Site News and

former BBC researcher, claims there’s evidence suggesting PFzer and BioNTech fabricated data to

hide this “glitch” from regulators.  She writes:

“Early this year, the ‘Blotgate’ scandal erupted ... My in-depth investigative report for Trial

Site News (part 1 and part 2), revealed evidence strongly suggesting that BioNTech

fabricated their Western Blot tests, which were used to prove the Gdelity of their product to

the regulators.

A Western Blot is used to identify certain proteins, in this case it was the vaccinal spike

protein expressed by the modiGed mRNA in the PGzer/BioNTech shots.

An anonymous source provided evidence revealing how BioNTech’s automated

(computerized) Western Blots had appeared to be ‘copied and pasted’ across four different

batches of the vaccine, transfected at six different concentrations.

This expert was able to quantify the bands using an image analysis software, the NIH-

sponsored, open-source ImageJ and plotted them in graphs shown above.

The vertical axis measures the darkness of the band, in a scale from 0 (black) – 255

(white) and the horizontal axis plots the position. The bands are color-coded and identiGed

by a letter. Where the same letter and colored band is seen repeated, demonstrates how

these bands have been copied and pasted, either as a group or individually.

A possible reason for the researchers at BioNTech to fabricate their results could be to

hide the fact that other unintended proteins were being produced- as proven by the recent

Mulroney et al. paper.

A group of leading researchers and scientists published  a detailed response to the

Mulroney et al. paper. An extract from their response reads:

‘The premise for the study reveals a developmental and regulatory failure to ask

fundamental questions that could affect the safety and effectiveness of these products.

This is no better exempliGed by PGzer’s retired head of vaccine R&D who was quoted in

Nature as saying: ‘We `ew the aeroplane while we were still building it.’

The package insert for COMIRNATY states (3): ‘Each 0.3 mL dose of COMIRNATY (2023-

2024 Formula) is formulated to contain 30 mcg of a nucleoside modiGed messenger RNA

(modRNA) encoding the viral spike (S) glycoprotein of SARS-CoV-2 Omicron variant lineage

XBB.1.5 (Omicron XBB.1.5).

There is no mention of any other kind of protein. The Gnding that unintended proteins may

be produced as a result of vaccination is suicient cause for regulators to conduct full risk

assessments of past or future harms that may have ensued.’”

Codon Optimization Known To Be Problematic

What’s so frustrating about all this is that it was entirely predictable. Previous research has

demonstrated that codon optimization can result in off-target proteins, as well as misshaped and

misfolded proteins that don’t match the natural protein being emulated, and that these misshapen

proteins can trigger immunogenicity that in some cases may not become apparent until years

later.

Even a principal investigator at the U.S. Food and Drug Administration, Chava Kimchi Sarfaty, Ph.D.,

in 2011 stated:

“We do not believe that you can optimize codons and have the protein behave as it did in its

native form. The changed form could cause immunogenicity, for example, which wouldn’t

be seen until late-stage clinical trials or even after approval."

If the FDA knew all of this back in 2011, why did they not raise objections against codon

optimization being used in the making of the COVID jabs?

Decoding Errors Can Have Serious Repercussions

As for Mulroney et.al. claiming the aberrant proteins created in one-quarter to one-third of all

COVID jab recipients is “harmless,” I would not take that at face value. Two of the researchers on

the team have a pending patent application for mRNA technology,  so they certainly have reason to

downplay the problem and propose all we need to do is a bit of tweaking and all will be well moving

forward.

I don’t think it’s that easy. Codon optimization with pseudouridine has been hailed as a key factor

that makes the COVID shots “work”  (even though we now also have ample evidence they don’t

work, even with codon optimization), and Mulroney et. al.’s primary suggestion is to identify a better

code substitute.

“ Any code substitution can trigger protein
misfolding and splicing anomalies, which have
been linked to a variety of serious pathologies.”

But what’s to say that won’t cause the decoding to stutter as well? What’s more, ANY code

substitution can trigger protein misfolding and splicing anomalies, which have been linked to a

variety of serious pathologies, including heart failure and the neurodegeneration seen in

Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s disease.  As noted in a March 2021 paper:

“BNT162b2 vaccine against COVID-19 is composed of an RNA having 4284 nucleotides,

divided into six sections, which bring the information to create a factory of S spike proteins,

the ones used by SARS-CoV-2 ... to infect the host. After that, these proteins are directed

outside the cell, triggering the immune reaction and antibody production.

The problem is the heavy alteration of the mRNA: Uracil is replaced to fool the immune

system with pseudouridine; the letters of all codon triplets are replaced by a C or a G, to

extremely increase the speed of protein synthesis; replacement of some amino acids with

proline; addition of a sequence (3’-UTR) with unknown alteration ...

An eventual mistranslation has consequences on the pathophysiology of a variety of

diseases. In addition, the mRNA injected is pre-mRNA, which can lead to the multiple

mature mRNA’s; these are alternative splicing anomalies, direct source of serious long-term

harm on the human health.

In essence, what will be created may not be identical with protein S spike; just an error in

translational decoding, codons misreading, production of different amino acids, then

proteins, to cause serious long-term damage to human health, despite the DNA is not

modiGed, being instead in the cell nucleus and not in the cytoplasm, where the modiGed

mRNA arrives.”

Add to this the fact that synthetic mRNA may be able to integrate into the human genome,  and we

could be looking at serious intergenerational problems. The whole mRNA push is reckless beyond

belief.

Resources for Those Injured by the COVID Jab

Data from across the world testify to a singular fact; that the COVID shots are the most dangerous

drugs ever deployed. If you already got one or more COVID jabs and are now reconsidering, you’d be

wise to avoid all vaccines from here on, as you need to end the assault on your body. Even if you

haven’t experienced any obvious side effects, your health may still be impacted long-term, so don’t

take any more shots.

If you’re suffering from side effects, your Frst order of business is to eliminate the spike protein —

and/or any aberrant off-target protein — that your body is producing. Two remedies shown to bind

to and facilitate the removal of SARS-CoV-2 spike protein are hydroxychloroquine and ivermectin. I

don’t know if these drugs will work on off-target proteins as well, but it probably wouldn’t hurt to try.

The Front Line COVID-19 Critical Care Alliance (FLCCC) has developed a post-vaccine treatment

protocol called I-RECOVER. Since the protocol is continuously updated as more data become

available, your best bet is to download the latest version straight from the FLCCC website at

covid19criticalcare.com.

For additional suggestions, check out the World Health Council’s spike protein detox guide,  which

focuses on natural substances like herbs, supplements and teas. Sauna therapy can also help

eliminate toxic and misfolded proteins by stimulating autophagy.

Stock up on our high-quality and sustainably sourced items — Save today.
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How PFzer misled us, they turned a less than one pro cent (0.85 %) effectiveness into a 95 % success rate. The same dirty statistical trick
that Big Pharma used to sell statins, showing relative risk instead of absolute risk. Texas attorney general Ken Paxton Fled a lawsuit
against PFzer, alleging that the company misrepresented the effectiveness of its Covid-19 vaccine and sought to suppress public
discussion of the product’s failures. The lawsuit follows a six-month investigation. Paxton said in a statement: "PFzer engaged in false,
deceptive, and misleading acts and practices by making unsupported claims regarding the company’s Covid-19 vaccine in violation of the
Texas Deceptive Trade Practices Act." Paxton speciFcally challenged PFzer’s claim that its shot was 95% effective against the novel
coronavirus, arguing that this was a statistical trick called relative risk reduction,’ which the FDA admitted might mislead consumers by
presenting a treatment as more effective than it is.

Clinical trial data showed the shot actually decreased the likelihood of contracting Covid-19 by just 0.85%, the lawsuit said.

The suit also claims that PFzer "knowingly made false and unsupported claims about vaccine performance against variants, including
speciFcally the so-called Delta variant,’ while labeling its critics as criminals and accusing them of spreading misinformation."
europerenaissance.com/2023/12/01/how-pFzer-turned-0-85-per-cent-in-to..  December 1, 2023
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FDA and HHS Sued for Concealing Documents Showing Suppression of HCQ and Ivermectin: America First Legal. “COVID-19
exposed the public health establishment to be highly politicized and shockingly inept. To this day, precisely why the bureaucrats
suppressed HCQ and Ivermectin remains an unanswered question. In Fling this suit, AFL has taken a Frst step toward exposing the
truth and holding accountable the individuals responsible for denying patients access to these potentially useful drugs. Americans
have a right to know if it was the political animus of leftist government workers toward former President Trump, rather than the
science, that was driving decision-making,” Reed D.

Rubinstein, AFL's senior counselor and director of Oversight and Investigations told The Epoch Times in an email.
www.theepochtimes.com/health/america-Frst-legal-sues-fda-and-hhs-for-..  * * * * A recent study found that in Japan, around 70%
of individuals who died after getting the PFzer COVID-19 vaccine passed away within the Frst 10 days of the injection.

greatgameindia.com/70-of-deaths-from-pFzer-vaccine-in-japan-reported-..  * * * * * South Korean researchers Fnd a spike in blood
disorders in vaccinated populations. COVID vaccines now deFnitively linked to menstrual disorders, blood cell deFciencies,
tinnitus, musculoskeletal issues and ear diseases, and much more.
www.naturalnews.com/2023-12-14-covid-vaccines-linked-to-menstrual-diso..
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Very good information PETE. We're talking about killing for money: VIDEO: THE PFIZER “KILLER VACCINE”: “MONEY VS.
MORTALITY.” By Michel Chossudovsky. This interview by Michel Chossudovsky with Caroline Mailloux of Lux Media was
conducted on February 24, 2023 As of early December 2023, the number of vaccine doses worldwide recorded by WHO was on the
order of 14 billion: an average of 1.75 vaccine doses per person for a global population of 8 billion people. . (13,595,583,1250
registered by WHO on November 23, 2023) . Billion dollar proFts are the driving force behind this diabolical agenda.

. “Killing is good for business.” What we are witnessing is a crime against humanity on an unprecedented scale, affecting the lives
of the entire population of our planet. . The upward trend in excess mortality related to the Covid-19 vaccine is widely documented.
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Study Proves COVID Shots Can Cause Off-Target Immune
Responses

Analysis by Dr. Joseph Mercola

In early 2021, Stephanie Seneff, Ph.D., warned that the replacing of uracil with synthetic methylpseudouridine in the COVID shots — a

process known as codon optimization — could cause severe health problems



Recent research conFrms this, showing that the use of methylpseudouridine can cause a glitch in the decoding, thereby triggering the

production of off-target aberrant proteins. The antibodies that develop as a result may, in turn, trigger off-target immune reactions



According to the authors, off-target cellular immune responses occur in 25% to 30% of people who have received the COVID shot

According to an anonymous source, there’s evidence suggesting PFzer and BioNTech fabricated data to hide this “glitch” from regulators

Previous research has demonstrated that codon optimization can result in misshaped and misfolded proteins that don’t match the natural

protein being emulated, and that these misshapen proteins can trigger immunogenicity that in some cases may not become apparent until

years later
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https://media.mercola.com/ImageServer/Public/2023/December/PDF/covid-vaccine-glitch-pdf.pdf


of the entire population of our planet. . The upward trend in excess mortality related to the Covid-19 vaccine is widely documented.
. The unspoken truth: We are dealing with a highly proFtable multi-billion dollar operation that is based on increased levels of
vaccine-related mortality and morbidity. Data from mid-December 2020 to the end of February 2021 unequivocally conFrms
“Homicide.” Based on the evidence, PFzer had the responsibility to cancel and withdraw the “vaccine” on March 1, 2021, following
review of the results of its own conFdential report (Mortality and Adverse Events).

The report is in the public domain. And you can consult it. Both national governments and the media have not informed the public
about this conFdential PFzer report that comes directly from the “Boca del Caballo.” The data is irrefutable. Selected excerpts from
PFzer's conFdential report. In the link_ www.globalresearch.ca/the-pFzer-big-money-maker-have-a-look-at-their-..
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Pete.Smith
Joined On 10/11/2013 8:19:55 AM
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Thank you Gui. PFzer report from the "Boca del Caballo"? Surely, it must be " Boca del Diablo"  * * * *  The CDC Stopped Tracking
Excess Deaths Linked to the COVID Vax Despite High Death Rate
needtoknow.news/2023/12/the-cdc-stopped-tracking-excess-deaths-linked-..  * * * * * How Big Pharma can do censorship on
Wikipedia. swprs.org/wikipedia-and-propaganda
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I can see the TV and billboard signs now: "If you or a loved one received 1 or more covid19 vaccines and have suffered
irreversible/debilitating side effects, you may entitled to compensation".
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Pete, linking to the PFzer scandals and crimes. In 2009, PFzer pleaded “guilty to a felony violation of the Food, Drug, and Cosmetic
Act.” In 2009, the DHHS National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases was led by Dr. Anthony Fauci. PFzer has casually
violated the conditions of its four-year trial period from 2009-2013. This “similar conduct” by PFzer has been repeated in
2020-2023 in relation to a very dangerous substance (mRNA Vaccine), on a much larger scale (compared to Bextra, Celebrex in
2009). What is unfolding is the global “fraudulent marketing” of a “killer vaccine.” The level of crime is beyond description.

The widely documented mRNA “vaccine” intended to protect people has resulted in an upward trend in excess mortality. PFzer's
ConFdential Report published under Freedom of Information conFrms, based on its own data, that the vaccine is a toxic
substance. To access the full PFzer report phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pd..
 .----------------------Neither the media nor the governments of 190 countries (with some exceptions) have had the courage to inform
the general public. From a legal standpoint, PFzer CEOs who violated DOJ clauses regarding their 2009 parole should have been
arrested.

If you had known that PFzer had a criminal record, would you have agreed to receive the Covid-19 injection? The evidence of
criminality related to the mRNA “vaccine” is overwhelming. The priority is “Deactivate the fear campaign” and “Cancel the vaccine”
(including the repeal of the so-called “Pandemic Treaty”). Lay the foundations for the development of a global solidarity
movement, which questions the legitimacy of the powerful “Big Money” Fnancial elites behind this infamous project.
www.globalresearch.ca/video-pFzer-2009-medical-fraud-settlement-us-ju..
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Good point Gui, Yes, PFzer knew about the vaccine risks. This is also clear from the FDA documents, that they know the dangers of
the PFzer vaccine. The FDA covered that up, they wanted to wait 75 years to release those documents, but the judge forced them
to release them. The documents show that the agency knew its safety monitoring system was “not suvcient” for assessing the
risk of heart conditions, and they knew about the serious cardiac events during the testing phase of the vaccine. The docs also
reveal numerous manufacturing problems in PFzer batches. The FDA knew about a phenomenon known as vaccine-associated
enhanced disease (VAED) in those vaccinated who experience breakthrough COVID-19.

www.zerohedge.com/medical/Fnal-batch-pFzer-documents-released-fda  So it's very clear that Big Pharma, FDA, CDC, DOD, Fauci,
all together, formed a criminal organization that stole our tax dollars to kill millions for proFts. That is far worse than the maFa ever
did, but nobody got arrested, and Congress doesn't seem to care. * * * * Also the censorship is a huge violation of the "Freedom of
speech' which is strongly protected by the First Amendment to the U.S. Constitution. Without free speech there is no democracy.
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Pete, this message needs prominence so forgive me for riding your coattails. Subsequent to the James Roguski substack post by
rrealroses (thank you, rose) yesterday, here in a dire Call To Action (CTA) for all American residents in this Dr.Rima / Maria Zeee
interview. The CTA means besides alerting congress(wo)men also alert everyone we know, regardless of their beliefs, politics etc.,
to spread this life or death future of humankind CTA.
 rumble.com/v41hh1h-uncensored-breaking-us-moves-to-exit-the-who-and-th..
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Autoimmunity on the Loose!! Hi Pete, this is my second posting of Dr Philip McMillian's Fndings, his substack article: "The HorriFc
Outcomes of Covid Reinfection - There is no place to hide at present!" - -
philipmcmillan.substack.com/p/the-horriFc-outcomes-of-covid-reinfecti..  - - at the top, he posted a video explaining his article on
Youtube (here's a direct link for translation) - - "The slow kill of covid reinfection" - - www.youtube.com/.../_glZcWy_BA0  - - about
20 min long. Dr Philip McMillan interviewed Dr Geert Vanden Bossche on his podcast, the Frst time near the end of 2020 (?).
Something tells me we may need way more solutions than just the FLCCC and the Wellness Company...
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The virus is in no way, "novel". Patents on this coronavirus go back many years. The entire ConVid psyops is a lie...but that won't
keep them from perpetuating it!
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While I appreciate Paxtons effort... there are much more important trees he could be barking up. He could start with the
government.  All the way back in 2015 the FDA issued warnings to big pharma that when any of them used human test subjects for
testing mRNA jabs that the subjects should be told not to get close to unjabbed friends or spouses for two weeks because they
already had evidence of shedding occuring from said jabs back then. Of course now we know that shedding occurs for a year or
more.  Did the government tell anyone that when they rolled out the jabs? Of course not. Why not? Because this was not a medical
emergency, it was a satanic ritual to cull the population and make loads of money doing so. I found this FDA document all the way
back in 11/2021 - secularheretic.substack.com/.../shedding-revealed
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If there is a recognized treatment for a disease they can't claim emergency status, if they don't have the emergency status they
can't force the vax and they can be sued because it wasn't studied long enough to be considered a safe vaccine... Once the vax
was placed on the children's vax registry it is now protected even though the studies were never completed and what was studied
wasn't what they gave the general public... So good news if this is all true this might open the door for them to be sued in the long
run, I think 7 times what they made is a good round number!!!!
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Thank you Dr. Mercola and team for your tireless efforts to tell the truth about how corrupted and broken and downright evil the so called
health care system really is. These are the darkest days in all of history, dwarFng anything that transpired 80 years ago. However, I am
conFdent in the victory of good over evil. God is in complete control and this was all prophesized long ago. "Your merchants were the
world’s important people. By your magic spell all the nations were led astray." Revelation 18:23 In John's description of end times he
describes how merchants would be the most important people, something that until the WEF came along was simply never the case.
Wealthy people used to bribe kings for favors, whereas at this point the billionaire's club controls governments all over the globe.

In the next sentence, the original Greek word for magic spells is pharmakeia. It's no coincidence this Flthy evil industry chose the word for
witchcraft, sorcery, potions and poisons for themselves. Now, all the nations of the world are being inundated with toxic drugs and a
relentless blitz of lies and propaganda and censorship that is also sorcery and witchcraft. Fortunately the Lord will turn every awful thing
that happens in this fallen realm into a story of victory and gladness. Turn to Him while there is still time. Peace, my friends, and
blessings to you all. Keep Fghting the good Fght!
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Am not seeing this as a Fnite end of times, rather a beginning of far more truthful time. Purveyors of black magic have been
around forever, not even sure that's what's happening, Looks more like piles of assumptions piled onto other assumption, whereas
the experienced knowledge base either quit or retired. Waiting 'til the key cards are pulled, so entire house of cards falls down. Its
up to everyone to keep their eyes open for cracks in the armor, signiFcant signs of failing systems. No way to rebuild on a
still-crumbling foundation. Continuous Lies and deceptions have allowed this to go on far too long, now the Pharma house
accounts for something like 20% of entire US economy. And they can easily bring whatever's left of mainstream media down with
them.
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Unfortunately suing and winning against a structure so corrupt will get us nowhere . Maybe while cash is still available some
people can reclaim some of their lives that are worth living but as I always say owning the money printing presses makes it much
easier to pay out . At this point the vipers already did their damage and culled the herd for years to come . Most women will not be
fertile anymore and the leaders of this one world government know without real consequences against them they are laughing in
our faces . The white horse that you people are expecting to ride in and save the day has already been painted satan red .
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When you tinker with the building blocks of Life this is the inevitable result, either by error or design.
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Thing is it very much seems for many involved in such kinds of research have the mentality if or when there are Whoopsie's, they
are just a bonus to launch the next round of Oh Crap for us.
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Without a doubt by design. While there is no concrete evidence, there is an uncomfortable feeling that, as the northern hemisphere
autumn approaches, we will be hit by a “new”, much stronger, laboratory-made “variant”, requiring more and more government
measures. more oppressive and dictatorial, more forced vaccines with gene therapy that could affect the neurological system of
humanity. (For more details, see PFzer Vaccine ConFrmed to Cause Neurodegenerative Diseases: Study) The NYT goes to great
lengths to explain why the world's population is going into recess and decline, without ever mentioning Covid and its nefarious
deadly agenda.

“Although some countries continue to see their populations grow, especially in Africa, fertility rates are falling in almost all others.
Demographers now predict that by the second half of the century or possibly earlier, the world's population will enter a sustained
decline for the Frst time.” Why would the fertility rate suddenly drop in “developed” countries? Because people realize that to save
the planet the world needs less, many fewer “eaters” and consumers? Or rather does it have something to do with the false
“vaccines” against covid, widely coerced?

watch Dr. Mercola's video below. Isn't this precisely what the Gates-Rockefellers-Kissinger et al clan has in mind? Is that why
mRNA-type injections (CDC emergency approval as “gene therapy”) include anti-fertility and sterilization components? In fact, the
abortion rate of pregnant women receiving the mRNA-type inoculation is as high as 30%, probably considerably higher when
unreported cases are taken into account. Listen to Dr. Jos Mercola.
www.globalresearch.ca/new-york-times-predicts-massive-population-reduc..  (12/16/2023)
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A case of they just can't help themselves? Was the PFzer’s retired head of vaccine R&D quoted in Nature as saying: We Tew the aeroplane
while we were still building it.’ - still fudging with marketing spin? Maybe it should have been - At the Speed of Science We Tew the
aeroplane while we were still building it.’ - and at the same time crashing it into the largest building we could Fnd. When so many of us
already knew, or had enough information to be at the very least suspect the Jabs would be a disaster, now having the additional feelings
of the more one knows, the less one wants to know; Is it any wonder why those who drank the Kool-Aid so stubbornly keep their head
buried in the sand? Thing is, the $^%# aeroplane they were building while Tying, those involved already knew they were building with
faulty, defective, broken parts. (And their behavior shows all the intentions of building many more.)
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Yes, Just, the plane took off a long time ago causing deaths and serious damage, an announced depopulation. The Club of Rome
and a whole series of eugenicists who crossed their path, there is no shortage of people who believe they should “regulate” the
reproductive tendencies of other people. This background is in continuity with the events currently related to the WHO. On April 25,
2009, the WHO, headed by Margaret Chan, declared a Public Health Emergency of International Concern (PHEIC). And a couple of
weeks later, the “Good Club” met in New York at the height of the H1N1 swine Tu pandemic, which turned out to be a scam.

In May 2009, the billionaire philanthropists met behind closed doors at the president of Rockefeller University's home in
Manhattan. Participants included the late David Rockefeller, Warren Buffett, George Soros, Michael Bloomberg, Ted Turner, Oprah
Winfrey and many more. This secret meeting was sponsored by Bill Gates. They called themselves "The Good Club For more than
ten years, billionaires described as philanthropists have held meetings to reduce the size of the world's population culminating in
the 2020-2022 Covid crisis.

Eugenics would have been such strange armchair talk if it had not been for extensive funding by corporate philanthropies,
speciFcally the Carnegie Institution, the Rockefeller Foundation, and the Harriman Railroad fortune. They were all allied with some
of the most respected scientists in the United States, coming from such prestigious universities as Stanford, Yale, Harvard and
Princeton. These scholars embraced race theory and racial science, and then falsiFed and distorted data to serve the racist goals
of eugenics. www.globalresearch.ca/horrifying-american-roots-nazi-eugenics/5784668  (2022)
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This depopulation has a long way to go because “vaccines” weaken the immune system and cause hyperinTammation due to ADE.
People who double inject between the ages of 40 and 70 have already lost about 40 percent of their immune system's ability from
the time they inject themselves. “If this continues, people between 30 and 50 years old will have 100% degradation of the immune
system, zero viral defense” reports The Expos. Natural immunity for probably lifelong with memory T cells or antibodies, to an
artiFcial and dangerous immunity that lasts 6 months.
theexpose.uk/2021/10/10/comparison-reports-proves-vaccinated-developin..  If an experimental vaccine damaged the heart and
immune system in a signiFcant number of people who received it, it is possible that it could lead to a decline in the size of the
overall population.

This could occur for several reasons. ----1) First, damage to the heart could lead to an increase in cardiovascular diseases, which
are a leading cause of mortality worldwide. This could result in a higher number of deaths among people who received the
vaccine.---2) Second, damage to the immune system could make people more susceptible to other infections and diseases, which
could also contribute to an increase in mortality.

---3) Last but not least, the negative impacts of the vaccine on fertility and reproductive health could lead to a decrease in the
number of births, which would further contribute to a decrease in the size of the overall population . The following graph illustrates
the disturbing trend of excess deaths in the “Five Eyes” countries (Australia, Canada, New Zealand, the United Kingdom and the
US), as well as 27 other European countries: www.globalresearch.ca/genocide-government-reports-pFzer-documents-rev..
 (10/2023)
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There will be no more vaccines. From here-on-out, it's all mRNA. I stand by my assertion that millions more are going to die - and
many who don't die; will wish they had!
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Hi Steve, Gui, Randy and everyone, found this brief 10 minute Neil Oliver interview: Neil Oliver + Robert Malone, GB News. 16Dec23
Update on mod-mRNA COVID "vaccines"; Evcacy, Safety, DNA contamination, Frameshifting. - -
rwmalonemd.substack.com/.../neil-oliver-robert-malone-gb-news  - - transcript is below the embedded video. Are Regulatory
Agencies stonewalling because they want to keep their jobs? See the link I posted above, about dangers from continuing
re-infections and subsequent damage from shots.
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Joined On 7/11/2017 3:56:36 PM
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vaccines cripple and deform your body and ruin your organs for life. Thats just what they do. How can anyone think letting some mad
scientist inject a needle full of chemicals into your blood could make you healthy?
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This entire debacle is the result of people thinking they are gods and they can be active in humanity's directed evolution. Hubris! Bosh!
Evil!
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Why did OUR world, our HOME, become hell, became a horror, because we invited parasites/demons to our world - look at the
structure of the Matrix program - our prison and who lives at our expense, who lives on our vital energy.
ia904702.us.archive.org/34/items/world-hierarchy-letter-3.15.23/World%..
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The hubris of man is never more evident than when he aspires to play God.
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"“The mRNA in the vaccine is identical to the RNA in your cells. The RNA in your cells isn’t causing long-term adverse events so the RNA
in the vaccine won’t either. The RNA is degraded, probably within a week it’s completely gone ... Nothing of the vaccine is left after days
two to a week or so ... " A person would have to be a total ZOMBIE to believe this crock of $hit! The entities behind these Crimes Against
Humanity are evil and the bioweapon injections are evil! I believe that millions of people will never awake from their slumber!
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Guillermou
Joined On 4/7/2015 8:47:48 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Very true Randy, as Stanley said, ZOMBIES who believe in the lies of the manufacturers of biological weapons against C-19 that are
causing the crimes of this plandemic that is having a high Fnancial proFtability for PFzer and company while people are joining to
depopulation. Dr. Paul Cottrell with a detailed technical explanation of why both SARS-CoV-2 (the bioweapon developed by the
Department of Defense and delivered to China) and the mRNA covid "vaccine" are triggering a wave of cancer throughout the
world. It turns out that elements of the spike protein suppress the innate mechanisms of the body's anti-cancer immune system,
effectively raising the "cancer risk curve" for everyone exposed to Covid or the vaccine.

(This includes those that vaccinated people have been shedding protein fragments on.) At the same time, other properties of the
virus and vaccine promote mutagenesis through chromosomal damage, due in part to RNA fragments wreaking havoc on the
body's normal cellular functions. www.brighteon.com/0f7ff007-e777-4f5e-b7b9-462922bd34bc  (11/04/2023)
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Gui. It's unconscionable, criminal and disgusting that these evil minions get to do whatever they want; without fear of
retribution/prosecution. They are literally "Getting away with murder"!

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/18/2023 10:19:40 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HI Randy, signs of desperation are showing, Factcheck.org, funded by Gates Foundation (holding a monopoly on world vaccines?)
posted a completely inverted msg on Dr McCullough's substack the other day. Trolling, looking for weakness. KEEP your eyes out.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/18/2023 11:49:52 AM
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Hi Randy, Here's a New documentary released last week(?): "Unsafe and Ineffective COVID Vaccines - Plandemic Vaccines
Documentary" - - rumble.com/v419xmn-unsafe-and-ineffective-covid-vaccines-plandemic-vac..  - - cameo appearances by Ed
Dowd, Bret Weinstein, and more. As to your accusation of people believing the lies, that was mostly due to repeat messaging,
NLProgramming, massive attempts at psyops. Finally Fnished watching, this documentary appears good for sharing...covers the
highlights of numerous topics in a short hour.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/18/2023 12:20:59 PM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Thanks, Rreal.

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/18/2023 1:10:47 PM
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Rreal; I Fnished watching that documentary. It is Rreal-ly good. ;)

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/18/2023 7:35:54 PM
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rminardo
Joined On 12/30/2021 7:30:27 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Lee Merritt was talking about this the WEEK the vaccine came out and how dangerous and useless it is ! ! ! Her and the Front Line
Physicians explained it all in terms a bone-head like me could understand ! ! Here's a little hint on who to listen to: The people who have
NO SKIN IN THE GAME. If you took that poisonous injection you got scared listening to the forced narrative of the people WHO WERE
MAKING MONEY FROM IT IN SOME FORM OR FASHION ! ! HELLO ! ! !
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Go258569
Joined On 7/22/2021 1:12:19 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The Love of money is the root of all kinds of Evil The Electronic Revolution is the Demonic Evolution. The Intellectual Inception is the
Perceptual Deception . God does not create robots , that’s the satanic manipulation of humans .

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/18/2023 7:12:18 AM
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Segstar
Joined On 7/3/2012 3:30:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

If things continue on the current trajectory, I predict in the near future their will be a robot tax imposed on humanity...Someone has
to pay for THEIR nonsense and that usually is the people..

Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/18/2023 11:51:22 AM
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m231231
Joined On 12/18/2015 3:17:26 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ian Vandaelle was the Canadian news reporter that died at age 33.  He wanted non vaxxed put in concentration camps and terminated.
 He died a few days ago. Interesting I had to search a few times to Fnd this info.
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Almond
Joined On 2/26/2008 4:23:33 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Premeditated.
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shangrila114
Joined On 1/15/2013 3:41:55 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Questions: (1) Why is it that so-called scientists appear to be given license to murder human beings in the name of scientiFc research
and discovery and then be nominated for a Nobel Prize for their faulty work? (2) Will the committee responsible for the award please
show their hands and resign? (3) Should not Wiseman and Kariko be made accountable at least for manslaughter in a court of law? (4) Is
it not common sense that something conditioned over eons of time to operate in a certain manner cannot readily be re-programmed at
the whim of mad scientists to operate differently without consequences?

(4) Will Fauci and Walensky please reappear before the congressional committee to reiterate their testimony on safety and effectiveness
of their so-called vaccine? (5) Why was it that large masses of humanity seemed so willing to offer their bodies up for what they should
have known could only be a risky medical experiment? If they were coerced into this suicidal mission thru false propaganda etc., then can
the perpetrators of this crime please be brought to trial at a Nuremburg-style court hearing? I am outraged.

Reply  Mark as Spam  Posted On 12/18/2023 5:10:07 AM
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Arlen1
Joined On 8/1/2020 1:45:38 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

I can answer #5. Everyone was brainwashed. For years (decades) people lined up to get 75+ jabs by age 12 with little drama. Little
did they know that most of those shots were useless and ineffective. Most people, had they never been vaccinated, wouldn't have
ever caught any of those diseases in the Frst place, especially if they ate a healthy diet. But, the medical system and the
indoctrination camps (public schools) repeat over and over that the reason you are so healthy is because you are vaccinated,
which brings us to my last point. Prior to Nov 2020, these mRNA jabs didn't meet the deFnition of a vaccine. That was a major
problem.

By law, the FDA can't give Emergency Use Authorization for something it is not. So, in Oct 2020 they changed the deFnition of what
constitutes a vaccine! They knew that if they called these jabs what they are (gene therapy), no one would get one. By calling these
jabs vaccines, all of the indoctrinated sheeple lined up to get one. Then you have these useful idiots like AOC making sure
everyone sees her getting jabbed to help persuade those who want to be vaccinated but are hesitant about mRNA jabs. It was a
well planned plot that had nothing to do with stopping the spread of covid19 and everything to do with making money.
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rrealrose
Joined On 11/10/2011 8:59:01 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Yeah, a surprising number of Nobel awards were later found to be falsely awarded. You can look that up online. Case in point?
Obama was awarded the Peace Prize, turned around and invaded 7 sovereign nations.
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cakesjean
Joined On 9/10/2008 1:03:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Many of those were brainwashed to get the jab because they were frightened of the "virus". Sadly, many others were forced to do
so under threat of losing their jobs.
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Bigbetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ever get the impression that on this issue , it is as though we were still looking for evidence regarding the guilt of Nazi party ? The
question is, when are the authorities going to act. If it doesn't get results, you would be right in thinking there is collaboration going on?,
which is perhaps why authorities all around the world were in lock step with this scam.
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DwayneOxford
Joined On 6/25/2009 4:14:27 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The perp's own the "authorities".
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juststeve
Joined On 1/5/2012 11:13:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

It very much seems the authorities are the perps, and Globally, not just the States.
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jhy7142
Joined On 3/10/2016 7:13:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Oh well bigTetch did it ever occur to you and others that the big NAZI Party was also one of the evils big fat lies . By the way The
Germans were Fghting against the same Rothschild bankers who are funding all this evil today . Take off your blinders and do a
little research of your own . What can you not question without the weight of the world coming down on you . If you question it or
the ones in power you are debanked if not expired . I wonder why ? And others should too but not here on sesame street .
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Bigbetch
Joined On 1/5/2010 7:46:30 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

j h y... My comments were made to motivate questions. I already know exactly what is happening including the agenda of those
BEHIND the Rothschilds during the Fnancing of WW1 and 2....Like q.m. , if you think you know the names, then you do
not.No..nothing to do with various religious interpretations. Communicators such as myself are not in the habit of feeding beliefs,
but encourage those ready, to know for themselves, which is the ULTIMATE agenda. It is no coincidence that in these times, the
different believer groups are on overdrive..all totally predictable btw. Just as predictable as tech progress..something the vast
majority take for granted.
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dfarrich
Joined On 3/28/2016 1:46:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

PFzer. "...was not supposed to happen..." Really? That's some real data research and science going on in those labs. I've seen better
scientiFc research come out of a cat's litter box. While I don't always agree with what's being said, Doc has been warning us of this from
day zero and sadly has been spot on every time regarding this crime against humanity.
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Lou321
Joined On 8/18/2022 5:05:11 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

In the news yesterday: A canadian TV personality and news anchor who pushed the jab to the max: Died Suddenly. LOL He wanted
punishment for those refusing the shot. Too bad I forgot his forgettable name.
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LynneH2
Joined On 6/27/2012 1:35:59 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A friend of mine has recently died of CJD. He was a non-meat eater in his 50s. Medscape recent said that CJD ie prion unfolding
diseases, are on the increase. Makes you wonder?
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Randyfast
Joined On 5/6/2010 8:42:42 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

No need to wonder. Misfolded Proteins are a known "side effect" of these bioweapons.
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BuckeyeCowboy
Joined On 12/19/2023 9:51:54 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

EXPERTS have taken a beating because of the quack so-called experts the MSM list. These people are thankful for the person who
invented Velcro. I remember Dr Death Fauci/Mengele when he touted AZT. Then when the idiot said there was no such thing as natural
immunity'! That’s basic biology.
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lovestosing6
Joined On 8/26/2013 8:44:35 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Do you think it only happens in 25 to 30% of people because not all of the vaccines were alike? What percentage just had saline? I need to
go do some cruising on rumble and see what doctors are Fnding now with blood and everything post injection. I couldn’t even imagine
getting more Covid shots and Tu shots at this point in time. How desperate do you have to be?
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tmoran
Joined On 10/16/2012 2:19:53 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

After getting mandated covid vax shot as an RN, I have been catching respiratory viruses very month or two compared to once or twice a
year prior to this...
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MrPlod
Joined On 1/21/2022 3:04:38 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Glad to see that most of the online viewers left the site early when they saw Weissman was lying through his teeth. What is troubling is
the fact they Bestowed on him the Nobel Prize for BS on mRNA inclusion in Vaxxines. He is the Modern Day Joseph Mengeler He should
be stripped of his Title, and his ScientiFc Findings cast into the Trash bin of History.
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DebraC043
Joined On 1/25/2019 7:47:03 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

YES! ! ! Way back in 2001, I was diagnosed with Autoimmune disease. I went on the 'SpeciFc Carbohydrate Diet', lost 21 lbs, and CURED
my autoimmune disease. YES it took 2 years, but it was well worth it. Then, when covid began, and all the shots came out in record time,
my husband urged me to get the 1st PFzer covid shot. I said OK. BIG MISTAKE! My autoimmune disease is B A C K! ! ! ! Hair falling out,
eczema all over my legs, and I swear that the tinnitus is louder than ever! ! ! ! I Time to get me some more Astaxanthin! ! ! !
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markie44
Joined On 11/24/2010 3:10:46 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Here we go again. Another article implying incompetence or shoddy research. Vaccines are bio -weapons designed to cause disease and
death. There was nothing accidental about it. When you understand that the " people " who run the world want you dead , everything will
begin to make sense.
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Ronald_H
Joined On 7/10/2010 1:38:54 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

The lesson is to not only lack trust on this and related, but to not trust all even remotely involved.
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Ronmus
Joined On 7/20/2020 7:26:04 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

HCQ and IVM....available alternative treatments. EUA cannot be granted when there are off-label ovcial alternative treatments.
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brodiebrock12
Joined On 9/18/2008 1:31:51 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Premeditated and intentional and they could care less what anyone thinks. They KNOW they can get away with what they do. Just listen
to all the daily "taxpayer funded" CDC ads in media telling you how important it is to get your injections as the best way to stay safe and
protect those you love. Its Christmas now 2023 and these ads run. Tells you all you need to know. Remember when they told everyone "15
days to Tatten the curve" Round and round and round we go, and all the same people who brought all this upon humanity are still doing
so, and laughing all the way to the bank. Just sayin...
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my_RNA_DNA
Joined On 4/26/2021 9:21:23 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Applies to 90% of big pharma drugs, vaccines and mRNA injections. The FDA is your worst nightmare apart from the food companies and
government.
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LeonMusk
Joined On 12/18/2023 8:16:15 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

A note to the editor: The replacement of uracil with pseudouridine is not known as codon optimization. Codons are sets of three
nucleotide bases in a gene that code for a particular amino acid during translation from gene to protein. Several distinct codons may
code for the same amino acid but organisms usually have a preferred codon for each amino acid. A codon that works well in E coli may
not work so well in P pastoris.  So when genetically engineering an organism to produce a target molecule, the genetic code being
inserted into a given organism should take advantage of that organism’s preferred codon for a given amino acid. This process is known
as codon optimization.
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pecanroll
Joined On 7/2/2020 10:12:50 PM

Add as Friend  Send Message

Ok, what happens when you replace uricil? Gui, you seem to be the go to person for this
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Joined On 5/13/2008 5:25:51 PM
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They knew..
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MASONMANNIX
Joined On 11/29/2012 9:14:59 AM

Add as Friend  Send Message

There will always be some shenanigans coming from the FDA!
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